negligible condition." 1 Despite this professed disapproval of British labor policies, in private the U.S. elite and Governor Taft himself were more ambivalent on the question of Chinese labor. According to a recent study by Adam Burns, Taft favored limited Chinese immigration from the first year of his arrival in the Philippines, although he couched his comments not in terms of his own beliefs but as a response to the demands of the mercantile community. 2 On one subject Taft was quite adamant: He was prepared to ignore the principle of Chinese exclusion in order to secure for himself and other members of the American elite a supply of Chinese labor for domestic service. In fact, contrary to his public stance, he demonstrated a personal preference for Chinese over Filipino domestic servants. In the racialized hierarchy of the colonial world, Chinese men were deemed more skilled and reliable than Filipino servants. Chinese cooks in particular were highly prized for their cooking skills. Chinese migrants, who were most often employed as single men, were also preferred for being without family ties. The employment of Chinese servants, who in most cases were male, was an important marker of social success in a society dominated by the "Old World" colonial customs of the British and Spanish.
The literature on American domestic service arrangements in the Philippines has thus far been concerned with understanding the relationship between Americans and their Filipino servants as that between colonizer and colonized. In White Love, Vicente Rafael argued that, in the Philippines, like "valuable possessions, native servants furnish the means with which to romanticize the inequality and celebrate the consequences of conquest." 3 Rafael pointed to the colonial home, and the domestic service domain in particular, as a site where the rhetoric of American exceptionalism was shown to be hollow and concluded that U.S. colonialism was "far from an exception to, and in some ways continuous with, the European colonialisms of the early twentieth century." 4 Our study of Chinese servants also questions the exceptionalist view of U.S. imperialism. We argue that the U.S. preference for Chinese domestic servants reveals the extent to which the Americans were content to set aside their reformist agenda and to emulate the cultural traditions of "Old World" imperialists.
Drawing on the work of Ann Laura Stoler and others on the political significance of "matters of intimacy" in colonial societies, this article explores American imperialism in its everyday contexts through private letters and published personal accounts.
5 Like Kristin Hoganson, we treat American homes in the Philippines as "contact zones" in which American, Spanish, and British traditions of domesticity and imperialism mixed and mingled. 6 We begin our discussion by examining the underlying ideas of American imperialism in the Philippines and how these compared with British traditions of colonial governance. We then offer an analysis of American responses to the Spanish, Filipino, and British traditions of having numerous servants. Finally, we consider the importance of Chinese servants in the Philippines and the extent to which Americans came to rely on their services. 
American imperialism in a transcolonial context
The U.S. government took power in the Philippines by force in a war against the Filipino people that lasted for several years. In an attempt to whitewash over these violent beginnings, in official rhetoric, U.S. imperialism claimed to be governed by the principle of "benevolent assimilation" that aimed to "uplift" the Filipino people. The narrative of American exceptionalism, with its emphasis on democratic ideals, proclaimed the desire to win the "confidence, respect and affection" of the colonized people. According to President William McKinley, the United States sought to cultivate the "perfection of the Philippine people" by educating them in the ways of "the higher civilization of mankind." 7 A British woman, Mrs. Campbell Dauncey, who lived in the Philippines during the first decade of American occupation, had heard of this American claim and wrote with some disapproval of the American rule over Filipinos, whom she described as Malays:
I am told that the United States does not pose as either "white" or "ruling" in these islands, preferring, instead, to proclaim Equality, which seems a very strange way to treat Malays. . . . I only hope it won't mean that we shall have unmanageable servants and impudence to put up with. 8 Dauncey worried that any suggestion of equality would make the domestic service relationship, and indeed the colonial relationship itself, untenable. But while Dauncey viewed the British and U.S. modes of imperialism as diametrically opposed, there is much to suggest that Americans, like the British, were overtly conscious of their status as white and ruling, and were equally governed by colonial notions of racial hierarchy.
This critical British view of the American project reminds us that such discussions were part of everyday conversation. Americans in the Philippines were being watched and judged by the other colonial powers and found wanting. The British believed themselves to be more experienced in matters of colonial rule and better suited to maintaining the reputation of the Anglo Saxon.
Thus, the treatment of servants, far from being a matter of private individual preference, took on larger proportions as a means to defend the U.S. reputation for competence as a colonial power.
Whether or not American officials in the Philippines chose to emulate British imperial practice, there is no doubt that in the early years of occupation, under the Republican administration, British policies and cultural forms were scrutinized closely. British academic Alleyne Ireland, whose work on the Far Eastern Tropics was published in 1905, had been appointed Colonial Commissioner of the University of Chicago in 1901. His comparative study covered the British colonies in Asia, as well as Java, Indochina, and the Philippines. He held up the British model as the ideal, in particular citing Hong Kong as "one of the most striking chapters in the history of the white man's work in the tropics." On the question of self-rule for the peoples of the region, he implicitly rejected the more liberal interpretations of American policy, concluding that "control must rest with the white man." His work also sought to justify a reliance on Asian labor, as he reminded readers that "in no part of the tropics can manual labor be performed by white men."
10
On their arrival in the Philippines, Americans would have observed the cultural practices of the British firsthand. British prominence in Manila was not surprising, given the city's geographical location in the South China Sea and the frequent shipping connections between Hong Kong and Manila. Since their occupation of Manila from 1762-1764 after the Spanish defeat in the Seven Years' War, British capital had continued to dominate the colony. When the Americans arrived in Manila, there was already an English Club, a Tiffin Club, a Jockey Club, and tennis and cricket grounds. Even in the 1920s, Governor Francis Burton Harrison described the British in Manila as forming "a large and very important colony, influential both in business and in society."
11
The British in Manila, like their counterparts in Hong Kong, had a reputation for enjoying the luxuries of colonial life, and one of the most iconic images of British colonialism was the figure of the Chinese manservant or "houseboy." 10 The influence of Spanish and Filipino cultures on American residents was also apparent. Prior to 1898 Manila society was layered, with three main influences-the Spanish colonists, the Chinese merchant class, and the Filipinos, including those of mixed descent. The term "Filipinos" in this context did not refer to all the indigenous peoples of the islands, but more narrowly to those who had assimilated into Spanish Catholic society while retaining the cultural legacy of the pre-colonial period. After 300 years of Spanish colonial rule, the social mores of Manila's households reflected these diverse influences.
On the need for numerous servants
In his portrait of the colonizer, Albert Memmi distinguished between the colonizer "who refuses" and the colonizer "who accepts." The latter, he argued, "basks in the privileges of his chosen life: easy living, numerous servants, abundant pleasures."
12 While the British imperialists in Asia were usually portrayed as accepting of their privileged position, the Americans in the Philippines did not fall neatly into either category. The writings of the U.S. elite point to an ongoing debate over how to understand their role as colonizers. They wrote with a self-conscious awareness of the problem of claiming to be democratic, on the one hand, and being colonial rulers, on the other. Helen Taft, wife of Governor William Howard Taft, was at pains to inform her readers that the keeping of servants was necessary in the Philippines, as both Filipinos and Europeans in Manila expected a degree of ceremony and were not impressed by "democratic simplicity." She concluded that, "believing in the adage about Rome and the Romans, we did what we could."
13
Like Helen Taft, many Americans attempted to justify their employment of numerous servants on the grounds that it was necessary to maintain their social status in the eyes of the Filipinos. Dwight Longfellow ran a "mess" with two other men in public service in Capiz on Panay Island, employing a cook and two Filipino houseboys. According to Longfellow, they had no option but to adapt to local customs, given that the Filipinos had "no respect for a man that will carry anything."
14 Living on Luzon, Caroline American teacher Mary Fee, who lived in Capiz, preferred to keep fewer servants and was inclined to reject the culture of employing many servants, blaming outdated European traditions. She wrote: "The Filipinos, the Spanish, and even the English who are settled here cling to mediaeval European ideas in the matter of service. If they have any snobbish weakness for display, it is in the number of retainers they can muster."
16 While Fee attributed the local domestic service culture to European customs, it seems likely that this was also a carryover from the Malay tradition of measuring wealth and power through the keeping of numerous servants in debt bondage.
The homes of the Filipino and Spanish elite in Manila were generally run by numerous servants, who were each assigned a particular task. While the American elite may have emulated these traditions, they were less inclined to employ the very large numbers of servants seen in Filipino elite households. Edith Moses, wife of Professor Bernard Moses, president of the Civil Commission to the Philippines, described the homes of the Filipino aristocracy, where there were commonly some ten to twelve "servants engaged in working the horses, cleaning carriages and washing dishes."
colonists. He assumed that this life of "numberless" servants would prove attractive to Americans and that such a desire for overt mastery was not outside the ambitions of the ordinary American. In reality, the life he described was that of the American elite who had embraced the local traditions on their arrival in the Philippines. The "humble" Americans, such as the teachers brought to the Philippines, usually employed only one or two local servants.
19
Wright used the rhetoric of "American ideals," but he articulated these in a way that connected the employment of native servants with the goal of uplifting the Philippine people. He wrote: "If one lives in the provinces where labor is least expensive, there will always be a great number of nice boys and young men who will consider it a privilege to do odd jobs or regular work, so that they may attend the public schools." American ideals, he argued, would be put into practice, because "the wide distribution of honestly earned money" would teach Filipinos "industry and self-reliance."
20
This paternalistic language of imperialism was common to all European colonial powers during this period and was an inherent aspect of the supposed "civilizing mission."
The American military men who were the first to reside in Manila quickly took up the local culture of domestic service. Col. D. L. Brainard, who arrived in the Philippines in 1898, lived in a shared home, referred to in military parlance as a "mess."
21 In Brainard's mess, there was a shared Chinese cook and a Filipino personal servant for each man.
In the caption for this photograph from Brainard's time in Manila, the Chinese cook, on the right, is named Choy, but the others are designated "boys," a term used regardless of age: Andres is described as Colonel Brainard's "boy," Juan as Col. John Bellinger's "boy," and so forth. 22 This use of personal servants was also common practice for less high-ranking military officers. Caroline Shunk noted that on Luzon it was normal for unmarried officers to eat dinner with their own personal muchachos, the Spanish word for boys, standing behind them. 23 Apart from the house servants, it was usual in Manila for the elite to employ a coachman who lived in the stables with his family. In his family album, Brainard preserved four photographs of himself in a coach with a coachman and a footman, suggesting that he took some pride in displaying his entourage.
24
It was widely assumed that Americans going to live in the Philippines would require more servants, as was the case in other tropical colonies. In British tropical colonies such as Malaya, Singapore, Hong Kong, India, and Northern Rhodesia, for example, the average white family employed eight to twelve servants, while in Britain only three to five servants were employed in upper-middle-class homes. According to contemporary "race" science, it was believed that the employment of numerous servants was essential to ensure white survival in the tropics.
25 Governor Taft also justified this luxurious lifestyle on such grounds, writing:
The truth is I have lived here a good deal better than I did at home. I have a better cook than we could get at home, and the method of living with a good many servants, which is of course adopted in the tropics, leads one to considerable luxury. 26 Taft was apparently able to satisfy himself that these were merely necessary, practical adaptations to life in the tropics.
Chinese servants as the ideal
When the Americans arrived in Manila, the Spanish had long maintained the custom of employing Chinese servants. Even when the Chinese were banned in 1581 from living within the city walls of Manila, the Spanish made an exception for Chinese servants. Hernando de los Ríos Coronel, a Spaniard living in the Philippines at this time, described the Chinese in Manila as "vile" and wanted to rid Manila of their presence, and yet he also employed Chinese servants. 27 In the seventeenth century, the Spanish continued to rely on the Chinese for domestic service. Chinese were also 25 used on the docks of Manila and as skilled labor and were able to command higher wages than indigenous workers, being viewed as being more skilled and more efficient. 28 In 1898, when the Americans took over, there were roughly 23,000 Chinese and 46,000 Chinese mestizos in the Manila area.
Census In terms of employment, the 1903 census indicated that in Manila 44.4 percent of cooks were Chinese, while 54.9 percent were either Filipinos or mestizos. Wealthy Chinese merchants also employed Chinese cooks, probably from Macao. 30 With the British, the Spanish, and the Chinese all employing Chinese servants, it was not surprising that the American elite took this aspect of life in the Philippines for granted as well. The employment of Chinese men was common in most tropical colonies throughout North and Southeast Asia and northern Australia. 31 The American preference for Chinese servants was not merely acquired upon reaching the Philippines. Chinese male servants were also commonly employed in some parts of the United States including California and the Territory of Hawai'i as well as in American Puerto Rico and Guam. 32 Lucy Salmon estimated that in 1880 Chinese men made up 11.62 percent of the foreign-born domestic servants in the United States. In California, however, Chinese men dominated domestic service up to the turn of the twentieth century. While immigration restrictions led to a decline in the availability of Chinese servants, this only served to enhance their reputation. 33 In 1891 a woman writing in the magazine Good Housekeeping described Chinese men as "the best servants that we ever had," and another, writing in 1906, lamented that these servants were "growing extinct." 34 As Chinese servants became a scarce commodity, they were transformed into an elite luxury, endowing their employers with even greater social cachet. White middle-class American women decorated their homes in Orientalist fashion, seeking to emulate the lifestyles of the British in Asia. 35 The American woman in Figure 3 Chinese "houseboy" for the murder of his mistress provoked many to abandon their Chinese servants. 37 After the extension of the U.S. Chinese Exclusion Act to the Philippines in 1903, Chinese workers became harder to secure. 38 This exclusion was framed in terms of protecting Filipino workers from competition with Chinese labor migration. During the debate over the exclusion, merchant Charles Ilderton Barnes noted that foreign merchants favored allowing Chinese into the Philippines, and they particularly wanted servants. As Barnes put it, "Everyone wants his own Chinaman." 39 The question of Chinese versus Filipino labor was highly politicized. John Bancroft Devins claimed that this issue divided Americans more than any other. 40 He wrote that those with business interests and most other writers on the Philippines favored Chinese labor, while Governor Taft and his associates in the Philippine Commission stood in opposition. Taft had defended his policy in 1903, stating that, contrary to those who doubted their capacity for labor, the Filipinos were working well in constructing roads and cleaning streets. 41 In an address to the Union Reading College, Taft also cited domestic service as a suitable use of Filipino labor. He did so with a degree of reservation, however, stating: "I know that the habits of the Filipino servant are trying to the American who first comes to these islands." 42 Taft omitted to mention that neither he nor the other members of the Philippine Commission were prepared to employ only Filipino workers in their own homes. Taft himself had opted for Chinese house servants in flagrant disregard for his own official anti-Chinese labor platform.
According to Governor Taft, writing in 1900, when he took up his role as Chairman of the Philippines Commission for Civilian Government, Chinese servants in Manila were in short supply and were thus able to demand high wages. 43 Before leaving for the Philippines, he had sought and been granted special permission from Elihu Root, the U.S. Secretary of War, to import Chinese servants into the Philippines. 44 Taft's letters home to his wife and family provide details on this important question of servants. On his outward voyage to Manila in May 1900, Governor Taft stopped over in Hong Kong where he paid his respects to the Governor of Hong Kong and afterwards visited the Hong Kong Club for "tiffin."
45 He also picked up Chinese servants who had been sent from Shanghai and were waiting for him onboard. Taft had already discussed the prospect of obtaining Chinese servants for his new home in Manila, observing in a letter home to his brother: "A good Chinese cook and a good Chinese boy and a good Chinese laundryman are a thing of joy forever." In choosing Chinese servants, Taft was following the advice of his predecessor, Admiral George Dewey. Dewey had asked his own servant, Ah Maw, to arrange for a Chinese cook and four other Chinese servants for Taft. 46 The letter recounted the process, including the letter sent from Ah Maw to a steward on board the Brooklyn, Ah Ling:
My Dear Ah Ling . . . The Admiral asked me to write to you and ask if you please find som [sic] good Chinese servants for Mr Taft. He like to have a very good cook just like myself, the Admiral said, and two men to wait on the table, a butler and a second man just like you. Now, would you be so kind as to try and find some very nice people that will take good care and understand their business. The servants were sent from Shanghai and were awaiting Taft's arrival in Hong Kong. War correspondent Murat Halstead, who interviewed Admiral Dewey and Gen. Wesley Merritt for his 1898 publication, noted the American desire for Chinese servants, suggesting that it was only fitting that American officials enjoy the luxury of Chinese servants who were "constant, handy, obedient, docile, so fitted to minister to luxury." He rejected the idea of using Filipino servants, claiming "that the Filipinos are not admirable in menial service." 48 He believed that, if they were not granted some degree of self-government, the people of the Philippines would fight back, and it was this prospect that led him to reject the use of local labor as domestic servants.
Many other writers offered their own version of this comparison between Chinese and Filipino servants. Englishwoman Dauncey described the Chinese as "straight and tall and intelligent," compared to "the stumpy, stupid, little Filipinos."
49 American Dwight Longfellow, who was a civil engineer employed by the Philippines government to build bridges and roads in Capiz on Panay Island from 1908 to 1911, maintained that the Chinese were honest and industrious while the Filipinos were lazy and stole from their employers. His first experience of Chinese servants was as the stewards on the ship coming from the United States. He wrote that they worked quickly, attended to their own business, and had "good faces."
50
By the time Taft became Governor-General and moved into Malacañan Palace, his household servants included a Chinese amah for his children, two Chinese houseboys, a Chinese male cook, a Filipino footman, three Filipino coachmen, and a Filipino gardener. 51 The Filipinos were thus given only outside employment, while the more intimate inside work of house servants was reserved for Chinese workers.
Later, Helen Taft hired three more Chinese male servants from Hong Kong: an assistant cook and two "tableboys" to help with official functions. 52 It was this very public display of Chinese servants that led to criticism of Governor Taft's inconsistent stance on Chinese labor. Dauncey, writing at the time of the second governor, Luke Edward Wright (1904) (1905) , pointed out the political hypocrisy of the U.S. policy. She believed that elite Americans considered it "rather common" to employ Filipino cooks and preferred the more fashionable Chinese servants. She argued that, in the face of the employment of Chinese in Malacañan Palace, the "American Ideal of Philippines for the Filipinos begins to fall through." She noted that at the time of Taft's administration some described him as a "high-souled, disinterested philanthropist," while others vowed that he was "quite capable of turning imperialist." Dauncey suggested that it was his personal charm that "helped to make up for the faux-pas about the Chinese servants, which still rankles in the native mind."
53
Helen Taft had not initially been a strong advocate for Chinese servants, suggesting instead a mix of Chinese and Filipino servants. She did, however, support her husband's decision in the end, writing: "I have no doubt that they will be more efficient." 54 Chinese servants were an expensive choice. Governor Taft noted that he was obliged to pay his cook and "number one boy" $15 American per month, while the "number two boy" received $11.25 American per month. 55 Despite this expense, Taft was not entirely satisfied. He complained that, while the cook was satisfactory, he needed suggestions; the number one boy drank too much, and the table boys grumbled. He looked forward to the arrival of his wife to help with disciplining the servants. 56 But even after Helen Taft, whom he called "Nellie," arrived in the Philippines, they remained unable to gain the kind of control they had evidently been used to in the past. He wrote: "Our difficulty is that our cook seems to be a good deal of a tyrant and that some of the other servants do not like his severity. He is a good cook, however, and 58 According to Singapore's Straits Times, the registration of Chinese was intended to control the escalating wages being demanded by Chinese cooks in Manila. At the same time, a similar policy of registration was being put into practice in Kuala Lumpur in British Malaya, where the British were also concerned that they were now completely "in the hands" of their Chinese servants. 59 By 1907 there were fresh complaints that Chinese cooks in Manila were demanding wages of between $40 and $70 in silver per month.
60
While the Exclusion Act is sometimes presented as a blanket ban on Chinese immigration, there were important exceptions. Chinese merchants, for example, were permitted to bring in their servants, wives, and minor children, and, with the help of false identities, these exemptions allowed a number of new Chinese immigrants to enter the Philippines. 61 As for Governor Taft, he responded to the implementation of the Exclusion Act by writing to Root, asking him to safeguard his access to Chinese servants. Taft reminded Secretary Root that he had special permission to import Chinese servants and asked him "to certify this arrangement with the Collector of Customs." He noted that Root should confirm that he had "given authority for the Commission to bring into the Islands domestic servants for their own use: this will put upon a proper status the servants whom we now have and whom we had prior to the passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act." 62 In 1903, toward the end of his time in the Philippines, Governor Taft again wrote to Root, asking for permission to bring his Chinese personal servant back to the United States, noting that Dewey had been granted this exemption. 63 Cameron W. Forbes also remarked in his diary that Taft had become so attached to his Chinese servant that he would have taken him home if he had been 58 able to bypass the Chinese Exclusion Act. 64 In his study, Burns speculated that Taft was more concerned that his Chinese servant was a cheaper option, since Taft had indicated that he would not be able to afford a personal servant once he returned home. On the other hand, Burns provided evidence that Helen Taft had shown her support for one of her Chinese servants by finding him a position as a steward on a U.S. gunboat.
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The ships of the U.S. Asiatic fleet, which were used by American diplomats, were also permitted the use of Chinese servants. A note in the Singapore Straits Times in 1907 explained that the U.S. cruisers Cincinnati and Raleigh were waiting in Manila for the arrival of the Denver and the Cleveland. Before heading home to San Francisco, where the U.S. Chinese exclusion laws would be invoked, the Cincinnati and Raleigh had to remove their Chinese servants and swap them for the African American servants on the incoming Denver and Cleveland.
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Cameron W. Forbes, who became Governor-General in 1909, also supported Chinese servants. He had arrived in the Philippines in 1904 and been presented with a Chinese steward, Yu Dong, who had been personally selected by Ah Sing, Governor Taft's former steward, who had remained on at Malacañan Palace to serve Governor Wright. Forbes explained that, although he had already agreed to take on a different Chinese servant, that servant had immediately withdrawn when he heard that Ah Sing had organized his own man. 67 Thus, from the time of Dewey onward, it seems that it was the Chinese servants themselves who controlled the recruitment of servants for the homes of the American administration.
On moving into his new home, Forbes placed his trust entirely in Yu Dong. He observed in his journal that "Yu Dong has taken charge of me." He wrote a few days later: "Yu Dong has now a household of six, two Filipinos to scrub the floor, one cook who was Governor Wright's chef, . . . one table boy and one cook's boy." A month later, after his first large dinner party, Forbes declared with some satisfaction: "These Chinamen are a great institution." According to Shunk, her Chinese cook chose her, arriving at her hotel in Manila and explaining that the cook of another army family had sent him. He asked for fifty pesos a month for his services. He was to travel to Luzon with them but did not arrive on the morning of their departure, sending another friend instead.
69
Charles Denby, a member of the Philippine Commission, brought at least one servant with him from his previous post in Shanghai as Minister to China, and they picked up a Chinese amah and "boy" in Hong Kong. On her way to the Philippines in 1899, his wife, Martha Denby, wrote to her family stating: "It is said that no good servants are to be had in Manila." 70 Edith and Bernard Moses also seem to have organized their own Chinese servants. They employed five Chinese men, including a cook, a "head-boy" (Ah Ting), a houseboy (Quay, later replaced by Chung), a "coolie," and a laundryman. Edith Moses, perhaps more than others discussed here, was inclined to exercise control. She wrote that she had sent one of her "second boys" back to China because he was "a lazy fellow." She replaced him with two more Chinese servants, "a boy" for the bedrooms and a "coolie" for general housework. While others had suggested that the Chinese were superior servants, Moses described them in terms of "racial" inferiority, claiming that Chung, "the coolie," who cleaned floors, washed dishes, and polished the shoes, was "more like a monkey than anyone I ever saw." Of her "houseboys" she wrote, "I am disciplining myself not to have any standards, and to shut my eyes to all but the most glaring faults of my domestics." 71 The politics of Chinese labor comes through most prominently in Edith Moses's writings. She observed: "I wish those persons in the United States who talk about the cheap labor of the Orient were obliged to depend on it for a time."
72 While Vicente Rafael suggested that North American women sought to cleanse their domestic relations of "political entanglements," it seems that Edith Moses was overtly political, revealing her imperialist leanings and her impatience with the anti-Chinese labor lobby. 73 It is somewhat surprising that the wife of the President of the Philippine Commission, the body responsible for excluding Chinese labor, should express such views even in the form of "unofficial" memoirs. Chinese servants were also recommended for the governmentrun health sanitarium. In 1905 the highlands sanitarium in Benguet was authorized to discharge its Ilocano waiters and to employ instead a Chinese steward and assistant cook, five Chinese waiters and room boys, and two Chinese "coolies." They noted in their annual report that the Chinese waiters had given them "very great satisfaction during the busy season just passed." 74 The sanitarium was used as a respite for Americans, and others, suffering from the debilitating effects of life in the tropics, and thus it was a matter of some concern that the domestic staff be efficient. Medical opinion of the time had even gone so far as to suggest that the inefficiency of native servants might account for cases of poor health among colonists.
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While Chinese were viewed as the more efficient choice for domestic service, an entirely different view of Chinese workers was put forward by those engaged in building the Benguet Road. Greg Bankoff noted that in 1903 Chinese workers were sacked for being apparently too "difficult to manage," with allegations that opium use had made them less tractable. Some also argued that Chinese laborers worked harder when employed on a piecework basis but were not reliable when engaged by the day. Another complaint was that Filipinos did not work well under Chinese bosses. 76 None of these allegations appeared in the private writings on Chinese domestic servants to any great extent. Rather, the U.S. elite was full of praise for Chinese labor. Given what we know about the particular attention paid to the recruitment of Chinese servants by the Chinese themselves, it is likely that domestic servants were something of a special category of worker.
We have demonstrated that Chinese domestic servants were preferred by the elite, but many found wages of up to $15 74. Annual Report, Civil Sanitarium, Benguet, July 1, 1905, In the provinces, many elite Filipino households retained the use of bonded child labor, and servant wages were generally lower than those paid by Americans. 78 American teacher Mary Fee compared Filipino and American wages in the provinces, where a Filipino would pay a coachman $2.50 in gold per month, but an American would have to pay from $3 to $6. She argued, however, that the work done in American households was more labor-intensive, writing: "We employ adults and demand more labor, because our housekeeping is more complex than Filipino housekeeping, and we expect to employ fewer servants than Filipinos do." 79 Writing in Capiz, American engineer Longfellow paid his houseboys less than four pesos. He noted that a Filipino houseboy could be employed in Capiz for as little as two pesos a month or $1.00 in gold. He attributed the low wages to the Spanish tradition of "taking small boys" into their homes for a year and "giving their parents a few pesos" in return. Longfellow explained that children could be indebted fifteen to twenty pesos to their masters for clothes at the end of a year. 80 William Freer went to the Philippines as a teacher and published a narrative of his experiences in Solano, Nueva Vizcaya, in 1906. His book contained a chapter on the topic of housekeeping. Freer's description of the domestic service relationship suggests that he, more than most Americans, had adopted the Filipino custom of bringing young boys into his home. His experience was that it was not a simple transaction of labor for wages. He had taken two houseboys, Raymundo, the thirteen-year-old son of his landlord, and his eleven-year-old cousin Francisco, at the request of the landlord so that the boys might learn English. 81 Despite the high wages paid to Chinese servants, it seems that some Americans found this preferable to becoming entangled in the Filipino system of reciprocity. One of the main reasons for employing Chinese rather than Filipino servants was that Chinese men arrived from China or Hong Kong without families. The question of supporting the extended family of Filipino servants was a common theme in American writings. Most domestic servants in the Philippines were "live-in" servants. They slept on the floor inside the house or in servant's quarters or stables at the back of the house. 82 According to Governor Taft, it was common practice that, when you hired a coachman, he would move his whole family into the premises and live in the stables. Taft himself had three coachmen and a gardener, all with their families living in the house. The result, according to him, was a "regular Filipino settlement in the neighborhood of the stable." 83 Live-in servants had only recently become unfashionable in the United States, where the practice had been declining since the turn of the twentieth century. 84 Most Americans complained about the practice on the grounds that it cost them more money or that they would be inconvenienced in some way. Helen Taft, who was apparently more concerned about maintaining her good reputation, described the practice as a "patriarchal arrangement" that she had been forced to accept. She argued that her "protest was met with the simple statement that it was el costumbre del pais" (the national custom). 85 Edith Moses employed five Chinese servants and at least six Filipino servants, all of whom lived in the home. She too was afraid that if one of her servants were to marry, the whole family would move into her home. To avoid this, she tried to employ only single men. When one of her servants married, he kept his new wife hidden from her. When he was discovered, he and his wife came to her crying and begging her not to let "el Señor" take his wife away. Edith Moses agreed and persuaded her husband that it "was narrow-minded to force our customs on these people, where the principles of government were not involved." 86 This incident demonstrates the degree to which Americans could control their servants, interfering even with their right to marry. Edith Moses compared the American masters with the elite Spanish Filipinos in whose homes servants were likely to remain all their lives. She wrote that servants living with Spanish Filipinos feel themselves dependent on their masters and the idea of their going away or being dismissed never occurs to either master or servant. There is, consequently, a family feeling between them and a freedom of intercourse that we, democrats though we are, would not tolerate. 87 She thus set out the limits of American tolerance. There was little room in their modern world for Filipino customs based on communal living and reciprocal obligation.
While Chinese servants were preferred in the first decade of American colonial rule, there is evidence that the practice declined somewhat over the following decades. By 1939 the proportion of Chinese cooks had fallen to 25.9 percent. In the category of personal servant, 96 percent of those registered were Filipino, but no figures were given for Chinese servants. The decline in Chinese servants was not merely a matter of American policy, but part of a broader decline in Chinese labor in most colonies during the 1920s, which was partly due to the growth of Chinese nationalism that led the overseas Chinese to be less willing to take on menial roles. 88 Butler Roosevelt wrote favorably of the colonial culture of domestic service, which by now had been established as tradition. She noted in particular the role of the "venerable Chinese paragon, Ah King, the number-one boy who had been there for over thirty years and ruled the domestic staff."
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Conclusions
From the first years of the American occupation of the Philippines, the American elite ran their households with the help of Chinese servants. In the households of Governors Taft and Forbes, and others, Chinese stewards were appointed to organize the household servants. From the time of Admiral Dewey, these stewards had been recruited via Chinese networks. While U.S. policy officially opposed the importation of Chinese labor into the Philippines, the elite preference for Chinese servants stood out as an exception. Americans sought out Chinese servants in preference to Filipinos, citing their need for more efficient servants and invoking the racial stereotyping that was inherent in colonial policy in all Southeast Asian colonies.
The American view of Chinese labor was often contradictory. Several different stereotypes of Chinese operated in the Philippines. War correspondent Halstead's 1898 description of Chinese as "docile" and "obedient" servants was contradicted by most Americans living in the Philippines. Chinese were presented as quiet and efficient, but at the same time it was apparent that they expected a degree of autonomy in their running of the household. Most Americans were prepared to grant this autonomy in return for their valued services. The representation of Chinese as being "difficult to manage" also appeared in Bankoff's study of roadbuilding labor.
While colonial historiography is dominated by images of Chinese workers as "cheap labor," there is no question that this did not apply to Chinese servants in the Philippines. It was only the elite who could afford the services of a well-qualified Chinese steward or cook. Wealthy government officials such as William Howard Taft could afford to bring Chinese servants over to the Philippines and pay them high wages. The British in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Malaya had relied on Chinese servants in their colonies, but they too had found that, as Chinese labor organizations gained strength, Chinese servants were increasingly able to demand higher wages.
91
Despite their intimate relationships with Chinese servants, there was no sense that U.S. officials were inclined to change their overall anti-Chinese policy. It was one of the key characteristics of colonial society that personal reliance and even private respect did not translate into a broader questioning of white imperialist objectives. In their enjoyment of the luxury that came with Chinese servants, Americans were following in the footsteps of Spanish, British, and other European traditions, and these same traditions were also apparent in the preference for Chinese servants within the United States itself. Indeed, the American preference for Chinese servants belied many of the professed ideals of U.S. imperialism. 91 . Straits Times, Sept. 12, 1902, p. 4.
